Abstract-The hybrid power system state estimation problem requires computing the state of the power network using data from both legacy and phasor measurements. Recent research has shown that the normal equations approach in complex variables is computationally advantageous, particularly in the presence of phasor measurement values, and that its software implementation is best suited to modern processors that employ single instruction multiple data (SIMD) processor extensions. The complex normal equations approach is however not ideal for handling zero injection measurements, as it requires their modeling as pseudo-measurements with high weights. This paper employs Wirtinger calculus for extending the complex normal equations approach to include equality constraints, and contrasts it with two previously published implementations: the normal equations approach in complex variables and the hybrid equality constrained state estimator in real variables. Numerical results are reported on transmission networks having up to 9241 nodes; they show that the complex variable equality constrained hybrid state estimator exhibits superior performance as compared to the above two techniques in terms of both computational time and accuracy. Moreover, the execution time on the largest network is less than 300 ms, which makes the proposed implementation commensurate with the requirements of real-time applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE power system state estimation problem is most commonly formulated as a weighted least squares problem and solved via the normal equations (NE) approach; the main advantage of the NE approach is that it gives rise to a gain matrix that can be rapidly factorized using sparsity techniques. Nodes that have neither generation nor load are modeled as virtual zero complex power injection measurements, which are very useful to enhance the estimation accuracy. Zero injection measurements can be accounted for in the NE approach by assigning relatively much larger weights to them, but this can potentially cause ill-conditioning. It is now accepted that zero injections are best handled through formulating the estimation problem as an equality constrained optimization program, leading to methods such as the normal equations with equality constraints, Hatchel's augmented matrix method, and other hybrid forms and extensions [1] - [3] .
In the current operational practice, state estimators are expected to employ measurements from both the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and the phasor measurement unit (PMU) systems. PMU measurements are increasingly being employed in power systems, with benefits in risk mitigation against cyber attacks [4] , in Volt-VAr control [5] , and in transmission network state estimation [6] . Handling phasor current measurements in power grid state estimation can be accomplished using either noninvasive or direct techniques. The noninvasive methods have the distinct advantage of not requiring any update to the classical state estimator implementations that are based on SCADA measurements; they rather employ post processing techniques that improve the estimation outcome by fusing the SCADA measurement-based state vector with the PMU measurements [7] - [12] . Noninvasive methods however require complete observability by the SCADA telemetering system. On the other hand, the direct techniques do not necessitate SCADA system observability, but rather treat both SCADA and PMU measurements in a unified optimization framework [13] - [15] . The large disparity in data refresh rates amongst PMU and SCADA measurements is an issue common to all hybrid state estimators; the proposed solutions include buffering PMU measurements [16] and SCADA state reconstruction techniques [17] , [18] .
Recent research has shown that hybrid state estimation can be carried out using the NE approach in complex variables [19] , and that the complex variable approach has advantages (i) in handling complex-valued measurements and (ii) in implementation on modern processors that support single instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations [20] . SIMD instructions allow processing multiple pieces of data using a single instruction, thus speeding up the throughput of implementations for video encoding/decoding, image processing, and data analysis [21] ; SIMD instruction sets also allow fused multiply-accumulate operations, which could naturally be leveraged in complex variable computing applications. The complex NE (CNE) approach in [19] is a generalization of the real variable implementation, derived via Wirtinger calculus [22] , [23] . This paper extends the CNE approach to include equality constraints, and thus effectively handle zero injection measurements for further improving the estimation accuracy; the complex equality constrained (CEC) estimator is implemented using advanced vector extensions (AVX-2) [21] and contrasted with both the CNE approach [19] and the real equality constrained (REC) hybrid state estimator [15] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the normal equations approach in complex variables, and Section III presents the extension to the complex variable normal equations with equality constraints. An introduction to the program implementation via AVX-2 is given in Section IV. Section V presents numerical results and comparisons with the CNE [19] and REC [15] estimators on networks with up to 9241 nodes. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. COMPLEX NORMAL EQUATIONS (CNE)
Consider the power system state estimation problem in complex variables (1) , where h(x, x) is the vector of measurement functions, z is the vector of measured values, x is the vector of complex state variables (phasor voltages), and x denotes the conjugate of x [19] :
Using Wirtinger calculus, (1) 
The correction to the state vector [∆x * ; ∆x * ] is obtained by minimizing the weighted least squares (WLS) objective value:
where W is a diagonal matrix of measurement weights and
Eq. (5) can be expanded into (6) , with the vector β and matrix G given by (7) and (8), respectively:
Ref. [19] shows that for hybrid power system state estimation, the elements of G and β satisfy the following properties:
Then the minimizer of (6) is given by the solution of the normal equations:
III. COMPLEX EQUALITY CONSTRAINED (CEC) NORMAL EQUATIONS
The zero injection measurements give rise to a large disparity of weights in the normal equations approach, and may lead to severe ill-conditioning [1] . This problem can be alleviated by a constrained WLS method, which treats zero injection measurements as equality constraints. The zero injection at node i is modeled by the complex power injection (si(x, x) = 0) and its conjugate (si(x, x) = 0), leading to the following relationship between their Wirtinger derivatives [23] :
Therefore, the constrained linear WLS problem can be written as:
subject to: 12) where the elements in the complex vectors s and s contain the equations for the zero complex power injections and their conjugates, except for the last element in each vector that sets the slack angle condition; the corresponding equations are given in the Appendix. The classical theory of Lagrange multipliers for solving constrained minimization problems stipulates that the objective function and constraints are real-valued functions of real unknown variables; however by applying Wirtinger calculus, [23] shows that a stationary point of the Lagrangian function (13) is a solution to (11)- (12), where ℜ denotes the real part of a complex quantity:
Theorem 1. The solution to the complex constrained linear WLS problem (11)-(12) that arises in hybrid power system state estimation is given by the normal equations with equality constraints:
Proof: Eq. (15) shows that the function in parenthesis in (13) is real:
Using (15), the Lagrangian function (13) reduces to:
Therefore:
Equating (17) and (18) to zero, together with the feasibility constraints (12) , results in a set of equations that is necessary and sufficient to compute a stationary point of L (a minimizer of (11)- (12) due to the convexity of the problem); these conditions are given in (14) . It stays to demonstrate that the solution to (14) gives two pairs of complex conjugate vectors, [∆x; ∆x] and λ; λ . To show this, write (14) as:
Taking the complex conjugate of (19) gives:
Swapping as a whole the first row with the second (in (20)), the third row with the fourth, the first column with the second, and the third column with the fourth gives:
Now comparing (21) with (19) shows that ∆y = ∆x and µ = λ, i.e. the solution to (14) gives a pair of complex conjugate solutions and is therefore admissible. Theorem 1 reveals that the complex normal equations with equality constraints (CEC) has a form analogous to the real variable EC estimator; the flowchart for the CEC method is given in Fig. 1 . The Appendix of this paper shows the elements of the J matrix, whereas the elements of H that are required in forming the G matrix are available in [19] .
IV. ADVANCED VECTOR EXTENSIONS: AVX-2
Modern processors support single instruction multiple data (SIMD) processor extensions, which include Advanced Vector Extensions -AVX2 [21] . AVX2 uses 256-bit registers and therefore allows the manipulation of two double precision complex values (two real and two imaginary parts) per register of CPU; this results in fast arithmetic operations with complex numbers, and makes AVX-2 ideal for implementing real-time estimation and control functions in complex variables.
Consider for illustration the product of two complex numbers: From an implementation perspective, the non-vectorized multiplication in (22) would require 4 multiplication steps, 1 addition step, and 1 subtraction step; when performing two complex number multiplications (a1r + i * a1i) * (b1r + i * b1i) and (a2r + i * a12i) * (b2r + i * b2i), the non-vectorized code would therefore require 8 multiplication steps, 2 addition steps, and 2 subtraction steps. In contrast, the AVX-2 code in Algorithm 1 performs the same multiplication but using 2 multiplication steps (each step involves 4 simultaneous multiplications), 1 additions/subtraction step, and 3 register shuffles. Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding steps in the 256-bit CPU registers. In Fig. 2 , a is a 256-bit register holding two complex numbers ((a1r + i * a1i) and (a2r + i * a2i)), where each of the real and imaginary components are stored in a 64-bit register block; similarly, the 256-bit register b contains two complex numbers ((b1r + i * b1i) and (b2r + i * b2i)). To achieve the multiplication, four intermediate results are stored in four 256-bit registers: register bSwap contains the swapped elements of b, registers aIm and aRe contain only duplicates of the imaginary and real parts of a, and the register aIm_bSwap holds the block register multiplication of aIm and bSwap.
The result of the multiplication is in the register res; it is formed using the fused multiply add/subtract function which takes the multiplication of aRe and b, and adds/subtracts the block registers (2 and 4)/(1 and 3) of aIm_bSwap. The fused multiply add/subtract function is particularly targeted to complex number operations; it allows faster multiplication a1i*b1r a2i*b2i a2i*b2r aIm_bSwap a1r*b1r -a1i*b1i a1r*b1i + a1i*b1r a2r*b2r -a1i*b2i a2r*b2i + a2i*b2r res of two complex (double precision) numbers by two complex numbers. AVX-2 includes several advances related to the new fusedmultiply-add (FMA) instructions; these have been leveraged in the implementation of the CEC estimator in Fig. 1 .
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The CEC state estimator was programmed in C++, and the computations were performed using solvers developed via the AVX-2 processor extension [21] ; comparative analysis was carried out with the CNE implementation in [19] (see section II), and with an implementation of the real variable equality constrained (REC) hybrid state estimator for handling both SCADA and PMU measurements [15] . The numerical tests were executed on a PC with an Intel i5-7600K processor and 16 GB of RAM. The termination tolerance ε in Fig. 1 was set to 10 −6 per-unit. The testing was carried out on the IEEE 118 test network (118), the French very high-voltage 1888 node network (1888), and part of the of the European high voltage transmission network with 9241 nodes [24] . The network information is summarized in Table II , and it includes for each network four instances of measurement placement (denoted by A, B, C, and D) with increasing number of PMU devices; columns 4 to 7 show the number of SCADA measurements, voltage PMU measurements, current PMU measurements, and zero injection measurements (when employed); the complete data sets are available for download from [25] . The corresponding percentage standard deviation of the measurements are given in Table I together with the weights. The error is simulated as Gaussian noise with zero mean and a per-unit standard deviation computed as a percentage of the meter full-scale reading. Note that the weights of the zero injection measurements are needed for the CNE estimator, but not for the CEC and REC implementations that have the zero injection measurements handled as equality constraints. Table III shows the sparse matrix information and computational performance of CEC relative to CNE for the case without zero injection measurements, and Table IV for the case with zero injection measurements. The sparse matrix information for the CNE/CEC estimator includes the dimension of the gain/Jacobian matrix and its number of upper diagonal matrix non-zeros (NZ). For the case without zero injection measurements (Table III) , the size and number of non-zeros of the CEC estimator are greater than the corresponding CNE quantities by only 1, as the only equality constraint corresponds to the slack angle equation. The CNE estimator computational results in Table III correspond to the same network and measurement sets in [19] , but averaged over 200 simulations of Gaussian noise; the CEC results show a speedup factor (SUF = time CNE/time CEC) that approaches 1.57. For the estimation results with zero injection measurements as shown in Table IV , the SUF factor also approaches a maximum value of around 1.49 with the execution times averaged over 200 trials. Note that the CEC estimator computing time on the largest instance is less than 300 ms, making it suitable for real time applications. Tables III and IV do not include a computational performance comparison with the REC method, as similar experiments reported in [19] already showed a significant computational performance advantage in favor of the CNE estimator.
In addition to the AVX-2 CEC implementation being faster than the recent CNE implementation in [19] , the CEC estimator is also more accurate than the CNE due to the exact modeling of zero injection measurements. The accuracy is quantified using performance indices for the measurement error (23) and the voltage error (24) [15] :
For estimation with zero injection measurements, Tables V and VI respectively show the performance indices for the measurement error and voltage error. For each network in these tables, the performance indices are computed after the 118_A  118  186  372  4  3  10  118_B  118  186  372  3  35  10  118_C  118  186  372  3  186  10  118_D  118  186  0  118  186  10   1888_A  1888  2531  5060  2  0  680  1888_B  1888  2531  5060  4  154  680  1888_C  1888  2531  5060  87  1261  680  1888_D  1888  2531  0  1888  2531  680   9241_A  9241  16049  32098  17 state vector is estimated via the CEC, the CNE [19] , and the REC [15] methods. Two performance improvement factor (PIF) ratios are used to quantify how the measurement (23) and voltage (24) 
The results in Tables V and VI show that both the PIF − CNE and PIF − REC indices are consistently greater than 1, and that the performance improvement can be excess of 3 when evaluated for measurement accuracy. The CEC estimator also exhibits superior computational performance under stressed conditions leading to voltage instability [26] , as evidenced by the results in Table VII ; in this table, the load of the 1118_A test instance is uniformly increased and both the CEC and REC methods are used to estimate the state. At the highest load multiplication factor of 1.077, the CEC estimator required 7 iterations to converge while the REC required 10; the corresponding convergence pattern is shown in Table VIII . The CNE estimator therefore improves precision with reduced computational requirements; this makes it suitable in applications for improving the quality of state estimation [27] and enhancing the processing of bad data [28] . 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an algorithm for direct hybrid state estimation using a complex equality constrained normal equations approach. The complex variable formulation is advantageous for handling PMU measurements, and it is naturally suited for implementation on modern processors that allow fused multiply-accumulate operations and closely related advances. The use of equality constraints permit accurate modeling of zero injection measurements, and it has demonstrable benefits on the state estimator performance indices. The implementation of the CEC estimator is reported using the advanced vector extensions (AVX-2) set of instructions, which allows faster and specialized operations on complex numbers. Numerical results are reported on large scale transmission networks having different SCADA and PMU measurement configurations, and the results indicate that the AVX-2 implementation on networks with 9241 nodes requires less than 300 ms, thus conforming with real-time computing requirements. A comparison is carried out with two hybrid state estimation techniques: the complex normal equations (CNE) approach and the real equality constrained (REC) estimator; the comparative analysis shows that the proposed AVX-2 CEC implementation is superior to both methods in terms of solution speed and accuracy.
APPENDIX
Complex Zero Injection Measurements:
Consider the complex zero injection power at node i and its conjugate: is the shunt admittance at node i, ui is the phasor voltage at node i, and n is the number of nodes. The corresponding elements of the Jacobian and conjugate Jacobian elements in J are:
Slack Angle: The slack angle condition requires setting the imaginary part of the slack node voltage to zero:
The corresponding Jacobian and conjugate Jacobian elements in J are:
